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Wave LGBT network held an event on focussing on
women+ and non-binary people a few days before
#IWD2020 

The companies involved will now be able to tick the
intersectionality boxes on their Stonewall Workplace
Equality Index. 

Optional pronoun stickers were provided.

It was explained Wave was set up a year ago as a network across 6 international

firms.

AIG - finance and insurance

BNY Mellon - banking and financial services holding company

BCLP - law firm

Deloitte - accounting firm

Barclays Bank
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Wave hold roughly one event every two months.

The discussion was supposed to be about ‘gender’ - it was said there were too many

‘men in suits’ (boo-hiss) and not welcoming of women and NB people. 

Currently we see lots in the news about gender, but

it’s the boring stuff, like public toilets. 

Instead Wave would be debating the interesting stuff, like:

- sport and why Caster Semenya wasn’t allowed to compete in female sport?

- How could women's spaces be safe for women and allow TW to be included in them

and make it work?

- What should we teach children about their gender? 

All of which is a weird focus for the finance/insurance industry and ultimately none

of these specifics were addressed. 

Woman chairing event wore a big Alice Band and dressed like she had jumped out of

the pages of the

Sloane Rangers Handbook. She spoke in such a dreadfully posh voice she made Kate

Middleton sound rough. 

Seriously most people in the room were probably upper middle class, if not actually

upper class. Corporate lawyers, accountants, Old Boys and Girls, you know the sort.

Everyone gave out their pronouns and panel comprised:

- a lesbian lawyer and a gay male lawyer who identified as NB (names blanked out of

blurb) who I’ll refer to as LL and NBL respectively.

- Bex Stinson (whose initials by happy accident are BS). Previously worked at

Stonewall

as Head of Trans Inclusion and formerly in pupillage, now at Citizen’s Advice Bureau.

I thought that BS was going to be a lithe long limbed being, but in actual fat (whoops)

he is more Muscato than Madigan. 

-Finally, Hafsa Qureshi (HQ) was Stonewall’s Bisexual Role Model

of the Year in 2019 and now works for them full time. Previously she worked at the
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MoJ in HR.

HQ is an utter delight, she really is. With the lightness of touch that only HR

professionals seem to be capable of, she really enjoys putting policy into practice.

HQ’s thing appears to be TWAW, and indeed she was wearing a Stonewall T-shirt

with the TWAW slogan. 

A few days ago she tweeted this. 

She certainly *is* a Stonewall role model.

I’m really not sure how bisexuality can co-exist with the Muslim faith. It is verboten,

surely? 

I hate people who use internet searches to prove stuff, but a search of ‘bisexual

muslim’ brings up HQ as the main result.

When I put ‘lesbian muslim’ in, this headline came up.

We spent half an hour workshopping ideas in small groups. Excruciating in ways I

won’t go into, people were earnest about wanting to help but suspect main motivation

was chance to network (understandable). 

We were told that the ideas we came up with would be fed up to

senior management and that real change would come of it. Yet no one wrote
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anything, so I don’t see how that could happen.

Panel talk.

BS said LGBT+ peoples’ biggest challenge was the patriarchy and the stereotypes it

imposes on us, in sports, etc and that infighting was stopping us from overthrowing

it.

LL said her wife recently had a baby. She’d been put as ‘parent’ on birth certificate,

rather than ‘mother’, as registrar would not allow two mothers to be recorded. This

apparently made her feel confused about what her role was in looking after the baby.

Change could only come through central govt.

Alice Band said why couldn’t the word ‘dad’ just be re-defined, then LL could become

‘dad’ - since ‘dad’ is ‘just a name to call the other parent’.

‘Why does mum have to be a woman, and dad have to be a man?’ wondered Alice

Band.

BS leapt at chance to talk about Freddy McConnell - the ‘trans guy who gave birth’

and lost his case to be recorded as father - judgment very rhetoric-based - we are not

past that stage where we think that mums do certain things and dads do certain

things, said BS.

NBL talked about their journey to becoming non-binary. Started career in closet, then
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came out as gay after finding steady BF. Ambitious and wanted to be in front of top

clients. Over time started to dress more fem until one day told people they were now

a they/them

and continues on journey so that they can be a role model to others. About to become

head of their own LGBT+ network at their firm which has enabled them to meet more

senior people in the firm. 

#braveandstunning

Q: Does HQ feel comfortable in LGBTQ spaces? 

No, HQ does not feel comfortable in LGBTQ spaces because people are always asking

her why she is there. 

(This is because she wears a hijab and people rightly assume that her religion forbids

homosexuality.) 

This angers HQ

because her religion does allow it and is sick of explaining this to people all the time.

Also because of religious restriction she does not drink or smoke, or party. 🤷

HQ said, we shouldn’t question people why they are in LGBT+ spaces, even Allies

(that works for me🤓).

Q: How can we be allies? 

BS: 

Huge area of work was BS’s Trans Inclusion work. Regulatory bodies, like the

Solicitor Regulatory Authority, sought Stonewall’s advice, and most were desperate

for it. Positive was that there was that eagerness.

Negative was performative allyship. Lip service to pronouns and rainbow badges and

‘throwing a label at a toilet' were easy wins. Allies should think about their own

actions and that all actions need to be genuine. 

(Maoists used introspection as form of brainwashing.)

BS lied that he found it a real struggle to support NB identities whilst at Stonewall,

since he only understands binary identities, like the one he occupies. 

Having reflected on the experience long and hard, he’d come to the conclusion the

answer was ‘don’t be a dick’ and

that you can’t dupe people with rainbow lanyards (oh yes you can). The journey of

inclusion had no end point and be introspective on your own mistakes. 

BS said ‘don’t be a dick’ so many times it had a funny effect on me, as it made me

think about his genital

area, which up until that point hadn’t crossed my mind before. Strange.
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LL was appalled by the ‘horrendous transphobic’ Guardian article the day before. 

Women must have the right to organise. We will not be silenced | Suza…
The treatment of Selina Todd this weekend was a warning. We have to protect
women’s sex-based rights, says Guardian columnist Suzanne Moore

https://www.theguardian.com/society/commentisfree/2020/mar/02/women-must-have-t…

LL stated that supposed safeguarding concerns were a form of urban myth and

something like ‘this never happens’ was uttered - BS’s face quivered with

righteousness all the while.

NBL: Why can’t I wear a pretty dress like Alice Band? Why can’t a man wear a dress? 

Then NBL quickly corrected themself, as they realised that they were a *they*.

Alice Band then opened up questions to the audience based on the discussion so far

and reminded everyone it was a safe space and to think twice before opening one’s

mouth and asking a question that might upset someone's identity.

Q: What role did the media have to play?

LL: No one should be allowed onto SM if they had an anonymous account. 

NBL: Disgusted by Telegraph a year ago because they did an article about TW on

mixed wards. A subscription was cancelled.

Q: Will things improve if there is more diversity at the top? 

NBL - they got on a pitch team simply because they were a ‘they’. The client - a big

national conglomerate - had demanded everyone in the pitch team demonstrate how

they were diverse and thus as an

NB, they were put forward, though other people in the team simply ticked the diverse

box as a literal box-ticking exercise.

(This is Stonewall’s domino effect -it pays to be queer in corporate.)

HQ: Likened today’s ‘trans panic’ to the 80s and Aids etc. �

Q: How do we protect young queer kids [from ‘orrible heteronormative society]?
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HQ - educate kids using Mermaids and Diversity Role Models can also go into

schools. 

#kennylives project was recommended - Olly Pike’s book,

Kenny Lives with Erica and Martina, in homage to Jenny Lives with Eric and Martin

(do you see what he did there?) and was campaigning to get the book put into every

UK school.

Q: How can LGBT+ networks appeal to women and NBs?

HQ: Have more diverse panels. She had been on #IWD panels which had only men. 

NBL: It was an intersectionality question - a women might be a lesbian, bisexual or

trans. 

NBL believed there was something like a women’s

visibility day - they was corrected that it was actually called *International Womens’

Day* - and they felt that that would be a nice thing to do with their own LGBT+

network group. 

(They were v. clearly utterly unaware #IWD2020 was a few days away.)

BS was asked a question by a man in the audience which was beyond comprehension.

It was like listening to the sounds of several thousand word salads spinning at the

same time. 

BS said in response: ‘Do you mean beyond ‘don’t be a dick’?’ so I guess he had no idea

either.

But then BS expanded and said he transitioned whilst at the Bar. Experienced a lot of

ignorance. There was a lot of rainbows and stickers flying about but one day a gay

Judge asked ‘how do we address you today?’ and this was horrific.
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After that BS started to be more vocal about experiences. 

BS used the words ‘don’t be a dick, don’t be a dick’ in a room full of 250 people incl.

lawyers, QCs etc, and that this *cost* him his pupillage,

but he felt the people in the room learnt something from him that day. 

(Probably ‘don’t be a dick’.) 

Alice Band drew things to a close in her mumbly posh voice and someone else

explained how Wave is instituting a

mentoring scheme across the network, which was the one thing which sounded

genuinely interesting and relevant to the people in the room. 

Doh!

0:00

There is literally one day left on the Scottish consultation. I know #covidー19uk is

very depressing, but please ensure you respond. 

The Lies They Tell
@sarahstuartxx

I completed the Scottish GRA consultation.  It only takes a few 
minutes with the the help of TT's pre-set answers.  

If you live in the UK it's really important you respond, as what 
happens in Scotland will impact us UK-wide. 
twitter.com/Transgendertrd…

TransgenderTrend @Transgendertrd
Our sympathies if you've had to cancel plans for the weekend because 
of #coronavirus. But if you want to turn that into a positive, it gives you 
more time to get your response to the Scottish GRA done! Here's our 
guide to help you. Deadline Tuesday.    transgendertrend.com/scottish-
gende…
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